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1. Introduction

The link between infrastructure and economic performance has been widely explored in literature utilising many different theoretical approaches and achieving also variegate results and implications for policy-makers.

To begin with, there are theoretical arguments developed in order to sustain thesis based on infrastructures’ contribution to productivity considering them as initiating factor.

The first approach to address this issue consisted in considering (public) infrastructures as a free input provided by government (Aschauer, 1989). This input,
like all other inputs, contributes to the productive process; yet, it has the peculiar characteristic of being a *public good* in the proper economic sense, so that, once produced represents a structural input common to all firms’ production function.

From a different angle, infrastructures rather than be considered directly as inputs, could be considered as cost-saving factors.

The underlying idea is that infrastructures, providing a more favourable setting for the development of economic activity, indirectly (and positively) affect the productive process by reducing or allowing to combine more efficiently other factors (e.g. labour and capital).

Thus, according to this approach, infrastructures’ effects have to be analysed *via* the cost function, and the expected result is in favour to a reduction of production costs.

Put differently, a territory well endowed with infrastructures increase productivity because it provides firms with a more favourable cost structure and making accessible more efficient combinations of inputs.

A more general approach consists in considering infrastructures as components of capital as a whole and, in turn, capital formation is considered as the key factor to the growth process.

According to this approach capital has to be intended in a broader sense comprising its traditional meaning (physical capital), intangible “human capital”, “knowledge capital”, and just infrastructures.

Therefore, infrastructures contributing to capital formation, belong to the key endogenous features explaining differences in the economic performance.

Although the massive body of literature developed in this field, there are still points of criticism and debate involving many aspects (e.g. infrastructure definition
and measurement, productive and unproductive infrastructures, causality direction and magnitude of their impact, short-run and long-run temporal dimension of their impact).

Inside this puzzle of counter-arguments the strongest point of criticism, considering infrastructures a *normal good*, extremes the discourse to completely deny the effects of infrastructures on productivity.

On this approach’s view the empirical evidence of a positive relationship between infrastructures and productivity has to be read in the sense that the former are just *accommodating factors* which demand increases as the economic system increases its activity.

Hence, in order to deal with the issue free from a preconceived idea, data-oriented approach has been also adopted to analyse the relationships between infrastructures and measures of economic performance.

Models belonging to this approach are often labelled as Vector Autoregressive models (VAR); the peculiar feature of these models consists in explaining a limited numbers of variables (including infrastructures) by their own lags and lags of other variables without imposing no a priori causality among them.

Across studies, generally speaking, the existence of a positive impact going from infrastructure to productivity is confirmed, but the empirical evidence is really composite.

However, analysis’s outcome depends both on the empirical setting and on methodology. Moving from this consideration, this paper reviews the four approaches mentioned above following an ideal path from the first-generation partial approaches based on production and cost function(s) to the general VAR approach aiming at emphasize the underlying idea characterising each one.
The structure of the paper is as follows. It starts with reviewing, in section 2, studies utilising the production function approach; section 3 reviews studies adopting the cost function approach; section 4 presents studies implementing growth-models, and section 5 deals with vector autoregression models. Section 6 presents some concluding remarks.

2. The production-function approach

The production function approach models the amount of output that can be produced for each factor of production, given technological constraints.

The seminal work using this approach to measure the economic impact of infrastructure goes back to Aschauer (1989) that introduced government expenditure intended as a public good into the production function.

Studies following this approach share the same underlying idea that public capital can be considered as an additional input factor having the characteristic of a public good in the proper economic sense (i.e. being not rival and not excludable).

A general form of production function utilised across studies is

\[ Y = f(A, L, K, G) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where the variable introduced above are defined as follows:

- \( Y \) is the level of economic output
- \( A \) is the “technological progress”
- \( K \) is the stock of private capital
- \( L \) is the stock of labour
- \( G \) represents a measure of public capital.

Clearly, in order to quantify the impact of various input on output we need a specific functional form. In other words, we need to explain what \( f \) “means”.
Usually, an aggregate Cobb-Douglas production function is utilised in empirical works:

\[ Y = AL^a K^b G^\gamma \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The most common econometric method to estimate the parameters \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma \) is the ordinary least squares (OLS) and since one of the basic requirements of OLS method is that the relation must be linear, equation (2), is often transformed taking natural logarithms of both the left and the right side, obtaining the following

\[ \ln Y = \alpha \ln AL + \beta \ln K + \gamma \ln G \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

A further transformation consists in put equation (3) in per-worker terms and assuming constant returns to scale across all inputs (i.e. assuming that \( \alpha + \beta + \gamma = 1 \)). The result is given by the following (4)

\[ \ln \frac{Y}{L} = \ln A + \beta \ln \frac{K}{L} + \gamma \ln \frac{G}{L} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

According to specification (4) – and (3) - the main research question consists in estimating the parameter “\( \gamma \)” which represents the elasticity of output with respect to infrastructures.

Note that, given the difficulties to model technological progress, Aschauer (1989)’s attempt to measure the role of infrastructure utilising (4) introduced a constant and a trend variable as a proxy for \( \ln A \).

As discussed rather in length in Torrisi (2009) an important issue is what “put in place of” \( G \).

Put differently, when attempting at estimating (4) scholars have to decide – compatibly with data availability- not only if use, in Romp and de Haan (2007)’s words, “(the monetary value of) the public capital stock (or the monetary value of the
stock of infrastructure) “, but also if use a stock or a flow (monetary) measure of public capital.

Nevertheless, at this regard Irmen and Kuehnel (2008) argue that “the analysis […] using the stock measure confirms most results that are obtained in the flow case”, although they continue noting that different results arise in the welfare analysis.

Whatever the choice between different solution available three main issues arise in using production function approach, namely the fact that (i) labour and capital are exogenous (i.e. this approach does not take into account the role of factor prices in determining their utilisation), (ii) reverse causation from income to investments and, in turn, to private capital (see Romp and de Haan (2007) for a general discussion).

However, most important from the point of view of this analysis, is (iii) the potential feedback from income to a demand for infrastructure.

Indeed, on the one hand exist arguments in favour to the thesis arguing that infrastructure increases the output level according to what Looney and Frederiksen (1981) in their paper call the “Hansen (1965) thesis”.

On the other hand have been developed arguments in favour to the thesis asserting that infrastructure is only an accommodating factor so that the demand for infrastructure increases with the level of income (Glover and Simon, 1975; Evans and Karras, 1994; Zegeye, 2000) following the same behaviour of a normal good:

public sector spending may be a normal good. That is, as income rises the demand for public infrastructure increases so that the correlation between infrastructure and output may reflect the marginal propensity to consume public goods rather than any productivity enhancing effects of infrastructure (Zegeye, 2000).

In this regard various solutions have been proposed to deal with the issue of causality.

Fernald (1999), for example, derives an appropriate test to investigate the direction of the causality between infrastructure and income.
The strategy chosen by the Author works as follows: using data for 29 sectors in the US economy regarding the period from 1953 to 1989, he finds that changes in road growth are associated with larger changes in productivity growth in industries that are more vehicle intensive.

This circumstance leads Fernald (1999) to assert that infrastructure (rather roads) are exogenous. In fact, if road were endogenous, any particular relationship between industry’s vehicle intensity and its relative productivity performance should be found when road growth rate changed.

Nonetheless, Canning and Pedroni (1999) find that the causality run in both direction by mean of a dynamic error correction model (DECM). In short, since physical stock of infrastructure and per capita income are individually non-stationary but cointegrated, they use a DECM and then test restrictions with the final purpose to study the direction of causality. As said, it appears that causality is not unidirectional but infrastructure enhance productivity and *vice versa*.

A second approach in studying the causality direction consists in using panel data methods. The underlying idea is that pooling data across different unit allows identifying the long-run production function.

Following this approach, Canning and Bennathan (2000), find an high rate of return for electricity generating capacity and the length of paved roads.

With the same aim to capture the results of infrastructure investments (and not the results of economic growth) by mean of panel data approach, Demetriades and Mamuneas (2000) and- in another work- Esfahani and Ramires (2003) handled the causality issue by introducing a “time-lag” between variables for public infrastructure and productivity.
In these studies, investments were compared to the productivity data several years afterwards, in order to reduce the chance of misrepresentation of economic growth impacts as productivity impacts.

Both studies cited above found that public infrastructures do have a considerable impact on increasing productivity and economic growth. In particular, Esfahani and Ramíres (2003) find that the contribution of infrastructure services to GDP is substantial and, in general, exceeds the costs of provision.

Finally, instrumental variable (IV) is another approach used to deal with causality. Calderon and Serven (2002) adopting the IV approach estimate a Cobb-Douglas production function (in first difference) using lagged values of explanatory variables. Their main finding is an average elasticity of 0.16 for different types of infrastructure.

To summarise: this section focused on the production function approach to measure the economic impact of infrastructure on productivity. The main contents expressed here can be expressed as follows: (i) although estimates vary sensibly from one study to the other, a statistically significant relationship between infrastructure investment and productivity is found in most studies; (ii) the direction of causality is still object of debate. However, most authors, using different approaches, tend to support the thesis that public capital drives productivity, and not the other way around.

Next section focus on the cost-function approach which is an alternative approach developed with the principal purpose to take into account factor prices here not considered at all.
3. The cost-function approach

One of the limitation of the production function approach is that it does not take into account the role of factor prices in determining their utilisation: it reflects only technological relations.

Indeed, private factors inserted in the production function are considered exogenous and it is implicitly assumed that they are paid according to their marginal productivity. At this regard some studies have used a translog function because it is more general than the Cobb-Douglas function (among others Puig-Junoy, 2001; Stephan, 2002; Kemmerling and Stephan, 2002; Wylie, 1996).

An alternative way to deal with this issue consists in adopting the cost function approach. According to the latter the impact of infrastructure on productivity should be analysed in terms of cost savings.

Studies following the cost function approach aim to examine if the cost of output decreases as the infrastructure endowment increases.

The main idea followed by this approach is that public capital can be considered as a free input provided by government able to reduce the cost sustained by firms.

In this setting input prices are exogenously determined, so that the variables that firms can choose to produce a given level of output at minimum private cost ($C$) are the quantities of private input.

In symbols

$$C(p_t, q_t, A_t, G_t) = \min \sum p_t q_t \quad \text{sub } Y = f(q_t, A_t, G_t)$$

(5)

where $p$ and $q$ index respectively the input price and the quantities of private input.
The parameter of interest is the *shadow price* \((s_g)\) of the public capital, which is obtained by taking the negative of the partial derivative of the cost function with respect to the public infrastructure measure \((G)\) by mean of the Shepard’s Lemma. In short, shadow price can be expressed as follows

\[
s_g = -\frac{\partial C(p,q,A,G)}{\partial G}
\]

(6)

It is worth noting that an alternative approach consists in assuming that firms aim to maximise their profits \((\pi)\) given the output prices \((p^y)\) and input prices. This second way can be expressed in symbols as follows

\[
\pi(p^y, p_i, q_i, A_i, G_i) = \max p_i^t Y_i - \sum p_i^t q_i^t \quad sub Y = f(q_i^t, A_i, G_i)
\]

(7)

Thus, according to this approach the amount of public capital available \((G)\) is an *environmental* variable that firms take into account when they optimise their behaviour. A key point at this regard is that although the stock of infrastructure is considered externally given \[…\], each individual firm must still decide the amount it wants to use. This \[…] leads to the need of a demand function for infrastructure that must satisfy the conditions of standard marginal productivity theory (Romp and de Haan, 2007).

It was noted (Sturm, Jacobs et al., 1995) that an important advantage of the cost function approach compared to the production function approach is that it represents a more flexible functional form.

For example, it does not require *a priori* restrictions regarding substitutability of inputs. The cost function approach allows also to investigate both direct – as the production function does - and *indirect* effects of public capital, in the sense that firms

\[1\] Note that conceptually the shadow price represents the cost-side equivalent of the marginal product, reflecting the reduction in variable costs of production due to an additional infrastructure investment (see Morrison, C. J. and A. E. Schwartz (1996). “State Infrastructure and Productive Performance.” American Economic Review 86(5): 1095-1111.)
can vary their demand for private inputs in light to the fact that public capital might be either a substitute or a complement to other input.

Nevertheless, all this flexibility presents also a critical implication. Indeed, it requires good-quality data in order to estimate parameters and to deal with possible multicollinearity problems.

Hence, its strength point becomes, in turn, also its weakness one and a careful consideration involving the trade-off between the two aspects should be made before adopting it.

Overall, studies using the cost function approach shows that public capital is cost reducing. However, estimates following this approach give a smaller effect than those estimates following the production function approach.

For example, Ezcurra, Gil et al. (2005) (in their study regarding Spanish regional production costs in the agricultural, industrial, and services sectors for the period from 1964 to 1991) find that public infrastructure reduces private costs and increases productivity.

Their estimate shows that while agricultural and service sector behave similarly, the greatest saving in private costs are found in the industrial sector: -0.154 (dollar costs per unit of public capital) for the latter, -0.145 and -0.144 for services sector and agricultural sector respectively.

Cohen and Morrison Paul (2004), realised a study regarding the cost-saving effects of infra-state public infrastructure investment in US which is worth mentioning according to (at least) three different point of view.

First, their model distinguishes between intra and inter-state effects of public infrastructure taking into account the possibility of interaction between the two categories of infrastructure.
In general terms, they find that taking spill over effect into account raises the average elasticity from -0.15 to -0.23. More deeply, they found that the largest intra-state effects appear in the western part of US confirming the theoretical reasoning that inter-state infrastructure is not crucial for state – such California - large and relatively densely populated.

Second, regarding the relationship between public and private capital (in terms of complementarity or substitutability) the Authors argue that “the output growth motivated by cost-depressing effects of infrastructure investment may stimulate capital investment and labour employment, even though overall short run public infrastructure-private output substitutability is evident at existing output levels” (Cohen and Morrison Paul (2004)).

Third, the study also address the issue of causality by means of the Hausman test² concluding that the null hypothesis of infrastructure exogeneity is not rejected. This result is important because it empirically confirms that infrastructure does affects costs and not the other way around.

In conclusion, even if with different shades across sectors and level of analysis, studies following the cost function approach confirm the finding of those following the production function approach: infrastructure and production are positively linked, and, generally speaking, the direction of causality goes from the former to the latter.

---

² Most studies test for endogeneity and find that infrastructure can be considered exogenous, but not all the studies do so. For example, the first study here cited -Ezcurra, Gil et al. (2005)- does not perform the Hausman test, arguing that since it regard regional data, endogeneity was not a significant problem. At this regard, as argued in Infrastructure Canada (2007), should be noted that “this may not be a sufficient justification to rule out the endogeneity problem” (Infrastructure Canada, 2007).
4. Growth-model approach

Growth models aiming to test the economic impact of infrastructure are based on the general idea that economic growth is not driven merely by exogenous factors rather by dynamics which are internal to the economic system itself.

Indeed, since the mid-1980s, many studies were developed in order to explain why difference in income both over time and across countries did not disappear as the neoclassical growth models predicted.

The main feature of this tradition is the assumption that growth is an endogenous phenomenon affected by economic agents’ behaviour. A key feature in explaining different performance is assigned to capital formation which meaning has to be intended in a broader sense including physical capital as well as human capital, knowledge capital and infrastructure.

The general economic framework to empirically test these assumptions can be expressed as follows:

$$\Delta \ln \left( \frac{Y}{L} \right)_{0,T} = \alpha + \beta \left( \frac{Y}{L} \right)_0 + \gamma \left( \frac{I^G}{Y} \right)_{0,T} + Z$$

(8)

Where $\left( \frac{Y}{L} \right)_{0,T}$ represents the average per capita GDP over the period $[0; T]$, $\left( \frac{Y}{L} \right)_0$ is the initial level of real per capita GDP and $\left( \frac{I^G}{Y} \right)_{0,T}$ is factor added to represent government investment (rather the average rate of public investment as percentage of GDP over the $[0; T]$ period); $Z$ captures a set of conditional variables such as private investment (as percentage of GDP), proxy for human capital (usually primary and/or secondary enrolment), political instability (assassinations, revolts and coups, and war casualties), freedom, and the ratio of government consumption to GDP.
Note that while the parameter $\beta$ measures technological catch up (if negative), the parameter $\gamma$ - being a measure of the impact on growth - is not the same as the marginal productivity of capital when the measure of economic performance (for example GDP) is considered in level.

Easterly and Rebelo (1993)’s article represents an important piece of work using public capital in an empirical growth model. The Authors run pooled regressions (using individual country decade averages for the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s) of per capita GDP growth on a set of conditional variables and on public investment in various sector (added one at time): agriculture, education, health, housing and urban infrastructure, transport and communication, industry and mining.

Their work shows that the share of public investment in transport and communication infrastructure is robustly correlated with growth (with coefficient ranging from 0.588 to 0.661 according to different specifications used) as well as almost all other variables except agricultural spending which is consistently negatively related with growth with a coefficient between - 0.34 and - 0.231).

Moving from Easterly and Rebelo (1993) other works have been realised adopting also regional data.

Mas, Maudos et al. (1996), for example, regarding Spanish regions found that the initial stock of public capital (as share of gross value added) positively affects output expressed in per-capita terms.

Crihfield and Panggabean (1995), using two stages estimation technique to take into account also capital and labour endogeneity, achieved the conclusions that public infrastructures that they considered (e.g. education, streets, highways, sewerage, sanitation) surely play a role, with the caution that their contribution may be less than that of other forms of investment.
With respect to the contribution of specific infrastructures, Cellini and Torrisi (2009), focusing on infrastructure specific to the tourism sector, show that this particular kind of infrastructure, separately considered, has a weak impact on several indicators of economic performance (e.g. gdp, touristic presence, hotels’ structures) considered also in terms of growth rate.

However, various authors have pointed at problems associated with cross-section regressions.

To begin with, biases due to omitted variables, reverse causation (Levine and Renelt, 1990; Levine and Zervos, 1993) and sample selection (De Long, 1988) could affect the results which interpretation, as pointed out by Solow (1994), is often tempted by wishful thinking.

Furthermore, cross-section regressions are often not very robust. Indeed, several models ex-ante reasonable given the data, achieve different conclusions about the parameter of interest.

Put in Levine and Renelt. (1992)’s words, given that over 50 variables have been found to be significantly correlated with growth in at least one regression, readers may be uncertain to the confidence they should place in the findings of any one study (Levine and Renelt, 1992).

In order to deal with the issue of how robust the result concerning a certain variable is to the inclusion of other relevant variables Levine and Renelt. (1992), using a variant of Leamer (1978), elaborated the so-called extreme bound analysis (EBA).

According to the EBA approach should be reported an upper and an lower bound for parameter estimates obtained in regressions using as explicative variables different subsets of the set of explanatory variables.
The relationship between a certain variable and economic growth is not considered robust either if a certain variable became statistically insignificant or if the sign of its parameter in the upper bound case is different from the one obtained in the lower bound case.

Unfortunately, one of the main results of the latter study is that “few findings can withstand slight alterations in the list of explanatory variables” (Levine and Renelt, 1992).

Going further on the empirical exploratory ground, next section focuses on vector autoregression models which represent a set of data oriented models, i.e. models developed to use as little theory as possible in order to manage theoretical and empirical problems affecting approaches discussed above.

5. Vector Autoregression Models

Vector Autoregression (VAR) models represent a theoretical framework used with the specific purpose to deal with theoretical limitations and significant empirical controversies over the impact of infrastructure on productivity summarised above.

Indeed, the peculiar characteristic of a VAR model is that no a priori causality directions are imposed among variables. In a VAR model a limited number of variables is considered and explained by their own lags and the lags of the other variables, so that all variables are treated as jointly determined.

---

3 Note that since the VAR approach does not completely reveal the underlying production process, estimates do not represent elasticity as in the production function approach. However, in order to get specific elasticity estimates starting from a VAR model can be adopted the impulse-response functions. This method allows to estimate the long-run effects of different shocks on the estimated system. Applying this method requires rewriting the VAR into its Vector Moving Average (VMA) representation and, in turn, the model needs to be stable in order to make this conversion. A sufficient condition that makes the model stable is that the variables used are stationary or co-integrated.
In a formal way a VAR including two variables (let they be \( y \) and \( g \)) can be expressed as follows:

\[
y_t = \beta_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{L_y} \alpha_i y_{t-i} + \sum_{i=1}^{L_g} \gamma_i g_{t-i} + u_t \tag{8a}
\]

\[
g_t = \eta_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{L_y} \beta_i y_{t-i} + \sum_{i=1}^{L_g} \rho_i g_{t-i} + \varepsilon_t \tag{8b}
\]

Where \( L_y \) and \( L_g \) index respectively the number of lags of \( y \) and \( g \) to be considered; each equation contains also an error term \((u_t, \varepsilon_t)\) that has zero expected value given past information on \( y \) and \( g \).

An unrestricted VAR model can be estimated using OLS even if variables are integrated and possibly cointegrated (Sims, Stock et al., 1990).

Note that if \( n \) variables are included with each \( p \) lags then \( n^2 \times p \) coefficients need to be estimated, besides the deterministic variables. A way to deal with this problem consists in using Akaike’s (1969, 1970) Final Prediction Error (FPE) criterion in order to select the appropriate lag specification for each explanatory variable in each equation and save a substantial number of degrees of freedom.

Alternatively, an F test for jointly significance can be used in order to choose how many lags have to be inserted for each variable (Wooldridge, 2002).

Typically, studies following this approach apply Grainger-causality tests to find relationships between variables. In our case researchers are particularly interested in testing if infrastructure Grainger-causes productivity - i.e. if the time series prediction of GDP (or some other measure of productivity) from its own past improves when lags of measures of infrastructure are considered - and/or vice versa.

\footnote{Usually, a four-variables model (output, employment, private capital, and public capital) is utilised.}
At this regard should be noted that although VAR models allow us to test whether the hypothesis that infrastructure *causes* productivity is valid or whether there are feedback effects from output to public capital (Romp and Haan, 2007; Sturm, Kuper et al. (1996), Infrastructure Canada, 2007), VAR models do not definitively solve the problem of endogeneity.

Indeed, the term “causes” in “Granger causes” should be interpreted with caution. In particular, it has nothing to say about contemporaneous causality […], so it does not allow us to determine whether [a certain variable] is […] exogenous or endogenous (Wooldridge, 2002).

In a recent study utilising VAR models with Spanish regional data Pereira and Sagalés (2006) found that infrastructure investments positively affect private output and also *crowd-in* private sector inputs.

Put differently, the study shows that public investment in infrastructure and private expenditure in the same field are complementary rather than substitutes.

The same conclusion has been achieved in Karadag, Ozlem Onder et al. (2005) with respect to the Turkish case.

Another interesting conclusion driven by Pereira and Sagalés (2006) is that surprisingly infrastructures contribute in creating disparities between regions due to fact that new investment on infrastructure are most often directed to central regions disadvantaging peripheral regions.

Sturm, Jacobs et al. (1995) (using data regarding the Netherlands from 1853 to 1913) consider GDP, investment series on public infrastructure, private machinery, and equipment capital to provide evidence for *unidirectional* positive relationship from *basic* infrastructures to GDP only, while the *complementary* ones appear to be not effective.
Nonetheless, Xiaobo and Fan (2001) (using data regarding Indian economy) find that infrastructure and productivity often affect each other in the long term (i.e. estimating the model in levels).

With respect to short term (i.e. estimating the model in first differences), instead, the Authors find that the coefficients are not statistically significant.

In conclusion, papers designed on data based models reviewed in this section confirm, although once more with different shades, that public capital investments positively impact private sector output, despite the fact that they use different datasets and theoretical constructs.

More precisely, regarding the most debated point involving (Grainger-) causality, some authors conclude that at least infrastructure and productivity affect each other but no study find evidence to support the hypothesis of strict reverse causation from output to infrastructure.

6. Concluding remarks

This paper briefly reviewed the vast literature concerning the relationship between infrastructure and productivity focusing on some critical points.

Indeed, since the first-generation studies primarily based on production function and cost function approaches a significant amount of discussion on some of the theoretical and econometric issues have been developed.

This paper reviewed some of them along an ideal path from (more) theory-based approaches to data-oriented models.

The actual area of significant debate, besides the magnitude of infrastructures impact on productivity and/or the causality direction, concerns other mentioned issues
of (i) short-run and the long-run significance of their contribution and (ii) the effectiveness of different category of infrastructures.

In order to deal with these issues several studies and approaches have been developed reporting that the peculiar feature in this field is represented by heterogeneity: the effects of public investment differs across countries, regions, and sectors.

It is worth noting that this result is reasoned according to arguments based both on economic and political grounds.

On the economic ground should be noted that the effects of new investment depend on “past history” (i.e. the quality and the quantity of the capital stock in place): the larger the quantity and the better its quality, the lower the impact of additional investment.

However, as said above, another source of heterogeneity can be found at the institutional and political ground, even if this issue (probably) have not been well researched.

Indeed, in Estache (2006)’s words there is strong anecdotal evidence now that politics matter. [First, because] politicians will never give up the control of a sector that buys votes in democratic societies. Moreover, in societies in which corruption is rampant, they will not give up control of a sector involving large amount of money and in which contract award processes often provide opportunities for unchecked transactions (Estache, 2006).

Nonetheless, even with several points of caution, the general idea that infrastructures have an economic enhancing effect appears to be quite robust across studies belonging to different methodological approaches.
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